


Event Name
Date

Event Theme
Strategic Goals

High School Prom
Saturday, April 13, 2019
Hollywood
Create a stunning and unforgettable prom
Exceed expectations and caliber of typical dances
Make guests feel like VIPs and Hollywood royalty
Maximize budget to provide memorable experience

We want guests to feel like VIPs and Hollywood royalty as they are transported to the city of lights 
with glamour, sophistication, and class.  As guests enter the venue, they will feel like stars walking the 
red carpet and stopping to have their photos taken by a possi of paparazi!.  Classic Hollywood colors 
will cover the venue with reds, blacks, and golds. Each seated table will be decorated with luxury 
ostrich feather centerpieces, a popular accessory in the classic Hollywood era. The ostrich feathers 
will sit atop of a vintage-inspired vase surrounded by gold beaded votive candles. 

When guests need a break from the dance floor, they can feel like celebs and get their photo taken in 
front of the Hollywood step-and-repeat backdrop. Prom guests will also have the opportunity to 
watch an old Hollywood silent black and white film projected on an outdoor theatre screen, which 
included a glamorous lounge vignette. 

To complete the look and feel of a night in Hollywood, the Hollywood sign will be set up along with 
classic Hollywood novelty decor placed throuhgout the venue.  This evening will be a truly memorable 
experience for your guests and unlike any prom as they become Hollywood celebs for the night!



To really give your guests the Hollywood VIP experience, a team of paparazzi will be stationed at the entrance 
to take photos of guests as they walk the red carpet.  Your guests will feel like movie stars as the 

photographers capture pictures and shout with excitement.



A slient movie has been a hit at proms 
and can be set up on the patio to play 
a silent movie of your choice!  This is a 

fun option to create a vintage 
ambiance to enhance the theme.  The 

silent movie includes the screen, 
projector, and movie!

Suggested movie: Casa Blanca



Ten ostrich feather centerpieces will adorn each table helping to 
complement and enhance the classic components of Hollywood 
in the 1920’s.  The ostrich feathers will sit atop of an elegant, yet 

vintage vase.  Additionally, votive candles will be used to 
decorate the tables.



A total of 20 uplights will be used around the venue to wash the walls in color, adding to the ambiance and 
decor.  Colors will be chosen to enhance the Hollywood theme!



A large lounge vignette will feature a mix of burgandy 
and gold furnishings and offer a soft seat for guests 
while bringing thoughtful design into the venue.  The 

vignette can be set up on the patio for guests to relax 
as they watch the silent movie. 
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A Hollywood Step and Repeat 
backdrop will be set up to 

complement the theme.  Just like at 
Hollywood premiers and award 

ceremonies, your guests will be VIP 
stars getting their photos.  This 
custom backdrop is the perfect 

addition for a photo booth 
background or selfie station.



A Hollywood red carpet will line the 
entrance to the venue, leading guests 

into their star-studded and elegant night 
in classic Hollywood.  Up to 25 ft of red 
carpet will be set up at the entrance of 
the venue with 2 glamour wall panels.  

This entrace will work perfectly with the 
paparazzi setup and create an 
unforgettable GRAND entrance.
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What is Hollywood without the Hollywood sign?!  A Hollywood sign will be set up at the entrance or 
inside the courtyard.  Just like in LA, lights will illuminate the sign to make it stand out!



Hollywood novelty items will be used to 
add details throughout the venue 
enhancing the glitz and glamour!


